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Fidel Castro died on the 26th November 2016, aged 90.
Corbyn hailed him as an important figure in history and praised him for his heroism. Was Castro a
hero? Corbyn plays down Castro's abuse of human rights and his brutality and Corbyn attacked the
US policy about Cuba, But Cuba did have Soviet nuclear weapons trained on the USA. Castro's
opposition to the USA was because he did not believe in democracy and said that all US presidents
were elected democratically. Like Corbyn, Castro was a republican.
For many years Castro condemned homosexuals and he executed dissidents, that is to say those that
disagreed with him, but in his final years he accepted homosexual rights and had instituted a sound
health system.
Both Castro and Corbyn are Marxists which is atheistic they being left wingers. They were and are
both severe rebels. Castro was a ruthless dictator.
Castro launched an unsuccessful attack on the Moncada Barracks in 1953 to overthrow
President Batista.
As we have said, Fidel Castro entered into an alliance with Soviet Russia to store nuclear weapons
on Cuba aimed at the USA. Castro believed in violence to achieve his aims.
But it was Castro's left wing politics that was most devastating He made Cube into a one party, a
Socialist and Marxist country. Everything including the press was under State control. Cubans had
no rights to be different and have alternative views.
Like Corbyn, Castro supported the Arabs and their terrorism. The unprovoked Arabs invaded the
sovereign state of Israel in 1973 and started the Yom Kipper War which the Arabs lost. Castro hated
the Jews. Corbyn is also pro Arab.
Castro was responsible for thousands of deaths during his brutal regime. It is said that the total
number of his murders were much more that those under Pinochet in Chile. Marxists and other
left wing politicians deny or excuse such murders including those crimes instituted by Lenin and
Stalin who killed millions of Ukrainian kulaks. The Communists in China murdered over 25
million people and the political left murdered millions in Cambodia. Marxists have proved to be
murderers and terrorists throughout history, although it would be wrong to call all Marxists and
Communists terrorists.
It has been said that religion is responsible for most wars and deaths. That is not true as most wars
were brought about by greed and conquerors and it is certainly not true in the last hundred years.
Marxism has seen to that! What does this tell us about Marxism? Can anyone support it when it has
such a history of violence and cruelty?
There is no doubt that Castro was both a killer and a terrorist and such a person cannot be called a
hero or deserve praise. Corbyn entertains terrorists such as Hezbollah and Hamas. While we do not
say that he is a murderer or a terrorist but, like other left wing leaders,he wants power and, perhaps,
at any price. How can any such people be heroes or worthy of praise?

As Corbyn praises Castro, who was an evil man, what does that say about Corbyn?
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